In Defence of T.S. Eliot

From one of our foremost critics and poets, this volume of essays brings together an eclectic
selection of over twenty years of Craig Raines writings. His pieces, on the literary world and
some of its most fascinating figures and classics, bear his hallmark of vitality and distinctive
approach. Raines knowledge of the span of literary theory (and anecdote) and the incisiveness
of his thinking uncover as far more contradictory and complex in their successes writers
customarily held in reverence. The essays range from a powerful piece on the KGBs literary
archive, to thoughts about tragedy in Kiplings life, through Auden, Nabokov, Beckett, to the
state of health of Samuel Johnsons testicles. This book celebrates the diversity of the world of
books and Raine is a supremely entertaining and thought-provoking guide.
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Craig Raine is one of our foremost critics and poets. He is the author of several volumes of
highly acclaimed poetry including. A Martian Sends a Postcard Home .
Buy In Defence of T. S. Eliot Main Market by Craig Raine (ISBN: ) from Amazon's Book
Store. Everyday low prices and free delivery on eligible. In Defence of T.S. Eliot by Craig
Raine - book cover, description, publication history. His pieces, on the literary world and some
of its most fascinating figures and classics, bear his hallmark of vitality and distinctive
approach. From one of Britain's foremost critics and poets, this volume of essays brings
together an eclectic selection of over twenty years of Craig Raine's writings. In Stephen Burt's
review of Craig Raine's In Defence of T. S. Eliot and Collected Poems (February 2) several
quotations from poems were. In Defence Of T. S. Eliot has 8 ratings and 0 reviews. Publisher:
Picador Date of Publication: Binding: hard cover Edition: Condition.
Criticism of Life (); Catcher in the Rye (); Bad Language: Poetry, Swearing and Translation ();
James Joyce's Ulysses (); Ulysses () . Get this from a library! In defence of T.S. Eliot. [Craig
Raine]. This is a collection of Craig Raine's pieces on the literary world and some of its most
fascinating figures and classics. His knowledge of the span of literary theory . When T. S.
Eliot died, wrote Robert Giroux, the world became a lesser place. Certainly the most
imposing poet of his time, Eliot was revered by Igor Stravinsky . Read In Defence of T. S.
Eliot by Craig Raine with Rakuten Kobo. His pieces, on the literary world and some of its
most fascinating figures and classics, bear. Thomas Stearns Eliot, OM (26 September â€“ 4
January ), was an essayist, publisher, Craig Raine, in his books In Defence of T. S. Eliot () and
T. S. Eliot (), sought to defend Eliot from the charge of anti-Semitism. I am glad you
mentioned 'Defence of the Islands' because I was rather distressed when I found that people
regarded it as a poem. I had no idea of writing a. Breadcrumb Navigation. Search Â· Catalog;
In defence of T.S. Eliot. Gbs preview button. In defence of T.S. Eliot. Raine, Craig Â· Save to
Lists.
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